Be a Design Catalyst. Create a reaction.

With DESIGN CATALYST, creativity knows no boundaries. Change perceptions and create new possibilities. This collection allows you to mix, change and rearrange three distinct yet complementary patterns to create an infinite number of installation visuals. Design Catalyst is inspired by an architectural detail featuring a strong diagonal angle dividing a square into two halves. Keeping the diagonal in mind, we created three complementary yet unique tile patterns available in both carpet and resilient. One tile pattern features a striking background, one represents an overall texture and the third unites the two patterns at an angle. Shift, turn, sort and explore your options.
Combine and connect to create a sensation.

Designed to stand alone or work together, these patterns offer the ultimate in visual flexibility. Use one pattern, two or all three in any number of combinations and you’ll begin to make the connection. Create large-scale graphic layouts for open areas, define pattern insets and unique wayfinding: the possibilities are unlimited. With 12 striking colorways for carpet, you can find the perfect design for any setting.

**DESIGN CATALYST COLLECTION**

- **Enverse** style 10141
- **Enflection** style 10442
- **Enform** style 10540
- **Desert Shade** color 00120 (Enverse and Enflection)
  color 00150 (Enform)